• Shirakawago Village • Takayama Old Town • Bamboo Grove • Wasabi Farm • Oshino Hakkai
l

TWIN

CHILD NO BED

CHILD WITH BED

ADULT SINGLE

B$ 2,488

B$ 2,288

B$ 2,488

B$ 2,888

Departure Date: 2019 December 11, 15, 17 & 19
[ Meal onboard ]

Gather at airport, then depart to Kansai Airport. Upon arrival,
transfer to hotel check-in.
[ Breakfast | Lunch | dinner ]

It is covered in thin layers of pure gold and it is surrounded by a
beautiful lake.
The thick green bamboo stalks seem to continue endlessly in
every direction and there s a strange quality to the light.
The temple famous for its large wooden terrace and
it offers a stunning cityscape of Kyoto.
[ Breakfast | Lunch ]

A village with rice fields and a river running through it. 114
thatched roof stand together in the village, which was registered
as a World Heritage Site in 1995.
Watch the artistry involved in creating replica food
and enjoy DIY hands-on workshops.
[ Breakfast | Lunch | dinner ]

From the top of Mount Rokko one has a panoramic view of
Osaka Bay or the wonderful night view over the city of Kobe.
One of the most famous castles and landmark in Japan.
[ Breakfast ]

Half day walking tour with tour guide in Namba area.
Universal Studio Japan
[ Breakfast | dinner ]

A symbol of Wakayama city.
Well-known fish market for fresh Japanese fish. Also enjoy
watching a whole tuna preparation show, a rare sight in Japan.
Senjokiki is a plateau of huge rocks created by the erosion of the
ocean’s waves. Enjoy the thrill of watching surging waves
crashing against the rocks.
The raging waves striking the cliffs
are certainly exciting and memorable.
After dinner, transfer to airport for flight check-in.
[ Meal onboard ]

It contains a museum that illustrates the different stages of the
Arrive to airport in the morning. It is the end of a pleasant and
brewing process thanks to life-size models.
memorable trip.

